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most. Whether he was right or wrong, no one dared to
contradict him. His presence gave not only focus and
essence to these gatherings, it also brought harmony and
equilibrium into the bustle and excitement of the household.
For most guests a visit to Riond Bosson was an intoxicating
experience, a rare adventure, a play in which it was sufficient
glory to be allowed to act even the smallest part.
The cinema had become one of Paderewski's favourite
pastimes.   When he had old friends to dine with him in
London, Paris or New York and it was not a ceremonial
occasion, he liked asking them to an early meal and then
going on to a cinema.   There was no sophistication nor
aestheticism about his cinematographic taste, and while
the picture flickered across the screen, he liked to believe
that the events of the film were real.   There seems to be
a decided analogy between his attitude to a cinema and
to that of his more serious preoccupations.   All through his
life Paderewski's sense of reality was based on a peculiar
kind of faith : it was faith in all the illusions of life which
furnished it with an aspect of greater beauty.   He had
achieved his political successes through his firm belief in
ideals that for other politicians had been only illusions.
In a way, he was also trying to create illusions on the piano.
When a thunderstorm with its vivid lightning and its torrents
of rain raged on the screen, Paderewski, half in fun and half
automatically, would turn up his coat collar and shiver. It
was rarely that a film did not call for his whole attention.
In such a case he would relapse into his traditional finger
exercises, which consisted of little trills or passages played
on the arm of his chair.   It was an unmistakable sign
of the dullness of a film, if, indicated by an occasional
glance from the corner of his eye, the fingers of a hand
resting on the balustrade or on a knee were seen to be raised
in turn by the fingers of the other hand.

